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The Korean government's Smart city policy is expanding
into overseas markets, and has been selected as one of the
government's national tasks. In addition, with the launch of
ASCN, the world's Smart city leaders are developing strategies
to make foray into the ASEAN market. As a result, the strategy to
make foray into the ASEAN Smart City market will be needed to
the Korean government. This study aims to develop a strategy
for foray smart cities into overseas markets and to make smart
solution for strategy. To achieve this goal, this study reviews
ASCN requirements and establishes strategies through analysis
of market conditions by ASEAN countries. In addition, through
consultation with ASEAN countries, support strategies for each
project will be established by development of specific pilot
projects.
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Summary

Since the enactment of the U-City Act in 2008, South Korea has pushed to establish
smart cities through various policies ranging from the Smart city law. South Korea's initial
Smart city policy was focused on the construction of urban infrastructure, but it was
later expanded to encompass urban infrastructure, people, policies and systems. South
Korea's Smart city policy now aims to map out strategies for overseas advancement. In
particular, Korea's advance into the ASEAN Smart City Network (ASCN) along with Korea's New Southern Policy is emerging as a national Smart city policy.
The proposals in this study to make foray Smart city into ASCN are largely divided into
Smart Services Menu strategy and Smart city Living Lab strategy. The Smart Services
Menu strategy is to distinguish technologies related to smart cities and listing services
by technology. The Smart Services Menu allows flexible responses to the developing
countries and can be particularly beneficial in the early stages of the business. The Smart
Services Menu, equipped with some 50 services in eight sectors, can be customized according to the level of urban infrastructure in advanced countries and the characteristics
of the required projects. This Smart Services Menu strategy may apply to other Smart
city-building projects as well as to ASCN.
The Smart City Living Lab strategy is to introduce the concept of Living Lab in the establishment of Smart city. It can establish a process-focused Smart city by securing data from
overseas Smart city users and pushing for sustainable research and development projects
through data. In addition, the Smart city improved through the Living Lab can be a strategy that can enhance the satisfaction of residents and spread business to surrounding
regions and countries.
Through Smart Services Menu strategy in early stage of business and sustainable Living
Lab strategy after final stage of business, This study hope that we can accelerate our advance into ASCN and discover specific business.

CHAPTER I.

Research background
and purpose

Since the enactment of the Ubiquitous City (U-City) Act in 2008, the Republic of Korea
has established national-level plans, including the first and second comprehensive plans
for ubiquitous cities, with the characteristics of strong central government-oriented
support polices in the early days. In addition, these plans focused on urban infrastructure
as they were implemented in connection with development projects centered on new
towns. Since then, the system created for ubiquitous cities has been renamed to “Smart
City Act” in short, and it has become time to shift from supplier-centered policies to
demand-centered policies, including policies to support the residents of existing cities,
to keep pace with the trend of the fourth industrial revolution and innovative growth.
While U-City was an infrastructure-oriented concept, Smart city is developing into a
concept that prioritizes the space where people live and connects technology with the
overall concept of technology, people, and cities. In other words, Smart city can be
viewed as ‘a process for creating a sustainable urban ecosystem that solves various urban
problems in modern society by using advanced technology and existing local resources
and develops the city in response to new demand.’
The Smart city policy of the Korean government includes not only smartization of
existing cities and construction of smart new towns, but also global expansion of Korean
Smart city technology. The concept of Smart city is attracting attention from around
the world as an innovative solution to urban problems following the fourth industrial
revolution. The ASEAN Smart City Network (ASCN) has also been launched in the
same context to strengthen Smart city cooperation among ten countries. With the
launch of the ASCN, competition is intensifying among the world’s Smart city leaders,
including the Republic of Korea. Thailand, chair of the ASCN in 2019, is calling on global
Smart city leaders to actively participate in the ASCN by hosting an ASCN workshop
organized by the government (June 6-7, 2019) and organizing a session at the Smart City
Expo (GCTC/SC3) held jointly by U.S. government departments.

Chapter Ⅰ. Research background and purpose
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Korea is also making efforts to enter the ASCN. The Korean government held the
ASEAN-Republic of KOREA Commemorative Summit in Busan in November 2019 to
create a cooperative relationship. During this period, a Smart city fairs was held in Busan
including the Pavilions of ASEAN countries and Korea. As such, ASEAN countries are
expected to accelerate their entry into the Smart city business. It is time for an accurate
analysis of ASEAN Smart city conditions and a consumer-oriented project exploration
strategy to export Korean Smart city technology and promote the entry of Korean
companies to infrastructure construction and technical support.

CHAPTER Ⅱ.

Analysis of conditions
for Smart city creation in
ASEAN countries

If the global projects until now have been mainly in the form of the Korean urban
development model with large supply policy, it is necessary to identify a differentiated
model to boost Smart city projects. The model should be developed as a combination
of Information Technology and urban space, centered around the consumer. Policies for
discovering and spreading the new type of model should be implemented first.
Figure 1. Necessity of an entry strategy following the launch of ASCN
Source Created by the author

Increased competition among countries for Smart city market entry following the
launch of the ASEAN Smart City Network (ASCN)
• A phased export strategy is needed for global expansion including preparation, design,
construction, operation and utilization.

The ten ASEAN countries have remarkably different conditions in terms of their current
status and Smart city creation. MGI (2018) grouped 26 ASCN pilot cities into four types
by analyzing two indicators of population and GDP. Singapore, a city that is already smart,
is classified as a Smart city sandbox that leads other ASCN cities. Among other cities,
those with a large population and GDP are grouped as prime movers that can apply Smart
city technology in full scale, and those with medium population size that have potential to
emerge as smart cities are analyzed as emerging champions. Finally, the remaining cities
that have a small population but are agile in responding to the Smart city flow are classified
as agile seedbeds.

Need to establish a specific strategy for entering the global Smart city market

Creation of smart cities in package in the form of new town and ICT combined
• Identification of specific candidate projects and preparation of entry strategy for the promotion of
market entry for smart cities in package including housing site, industrial complex, and housing
• Departmentwide support for policy promotion and creation of network among countries through
establishing effective global expansion strategy for smart cities in package

06
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Figure 2. Level

of urbanization in ASEAN countries
Source MGI, 2018

Southeast Asia: A tale of cities

City population, 2015
Million

Myanmar
34

Capital cities

Small cities: <1
Middleweight cities: 1-5
Large cities: 5-10
Megacities: >10

Laos
39

Population in
urban areas(%)

The classification above has an advantage in that it can easily distinguish cities by
simplifying the indicators and is also useful in terms of establishing strategies for each city
in that it is based on urban economic indicators of population and GDP. However, there
is a limit that it does not reflect specific characteristics of cities and countries and does
not include factors such as diplomatic relations and cultural intimacy with Korea. With
this new perspective, this study has established a three-step urban analysis strategy.

Vietnam
34

Vientiane

Philippines
44
Yangon

It is a model that derives strategic countries through quantitative and qualitative analysis
for each ASCN cities and proposes suitable technologies by preparing smart solutions
for each technology element in the form of a menu board. We first selected five
countries for entering candidate projects and analyzed conditions in each country for
project implementation. At the same time, we also created a menu board for smart
solution projects and let the target countries choose from that, making it a business
model that enables customized project implementation.
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Figure 4. Step 1 : Classification of countries by the level of urbanization and industrialization
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Figure 3. Classification of ASCN cities by population and GDP
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In the first step of quantitative analysis, the recipient countries are divided into three groups
considering the level of urbanization and industrialization. Cambodia, Vietnam, Myanmar,
and Laos, which have low urbanization and industrialization rates, are classified into a
group that requires careful review of strategy nature and scalability through quantitative
analysis at the urban level. Countries with more than a certain level of urbanization and
industrialization, such as Thailand, the Philippines, and Indonesia, are considered as key
strategic countries and can consider introducing a package project taking profitability into
account. Finally, for countries like Brunei, Malaysia, and Singapore, there is a need to review
strategies to present integrated solutions that meet the demand based on the projects

Chapter II. Analysis of conditions for smart city creation in ASEAN countries
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required by the ASCN.

Figure 5. Review of Smart city evaluation indicators

For the first step of quantitative analysis, we reviewed various Korean and international
evaluation indices and case studies of smart cities. As for the public sector-led Smart city
indices, the ‘European Smart City Index (EU)’, the ‘Smart Sustainable City Index (ITU-T)’,
and the ‘International Standard for Smart Cities (ISO 37120)’ were reviewed. As for the
private sector-led Smart city indices, the ‘Smart City Maturity Model (IDC)’, the ‘Smart
City Assessment Index (IBM)’, the ‘Asia-Pacific Smart City Development Index (IDC)’, and
the ‘Network Society Index’ were reviewed.
Table 1. Smart City Certification Index in Korea
Major Categories

Service
echnology·Infrastructure

Middle Category

Sub-categories

Intelligent Facilities and Services

Traffic / Safety / Administrative /
Dwelling / Education / Culture,
Tourism / Economy / Health and
Welfare / Environment and Energy

Information and Communication
Network

Wired Communication Network /
Wireless Communication Network

Urban Integrated Operations Center

Urban integrated Operations Center

Eco-friendly Technology Infrastructure

Energy / Water Resources /
Atmosphere Quality

Propulsion System

Smart City / Council

Institutional Base

Institutional Base

Participating Network

Policy network / Social network

Resource Creation

Execution budget / Mid- to long-term
budget / Private budget

Public Capacity

Smart City-related Government
Official

Civilian Citizenship

Corporate Sector

Information Disclosure and Utilization

Opening of Information / Data Link /
System Link

Governance and
Institution

Innovation
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Public sector-led Smart city
indicesby country

Private sector-led Smart city indices

European Smart City Index (EU)
• Six key elements: environment,
transport, governance, economy,
human resource, living

Smart City Maturity Model (IDC)
• Diverse competencies are needed
on top of technology for cost
reduction and sustainability

Smart Sustainable City Index
(ITU-T)
• Promotes international
standardization of Smart city-related
technologies (ICT element)

Asia-Pacific Smart City
Development Index (IDC)
• Shares cases to accelerate
development in the Smart City
Index (Easypark)

International Standard for Smart
Cities (ISO 37120)
• Provides international standard for
smart cities

• Supports sustainable city with a
focus on energy and environmental
protection

Smart City Certification Index in
Korea
• Practical diagnosis of Korean cities
and securement of success models
by city

Qualitative
evaluation

Smart City Index (RolandBerger)
• Suggests sustainable solutions
through fusion of each element

Green City Index (Siemens):
Analyzes environmental sustainability
Smart City Performance Index
(GSMA): Evaluates the practical use
of smart mobile services

Indirectly
related

Smart City Assessment Index
(IBM)
• Monitors the smartization of cities
Network Society Index (Ericsson)
• Identifies the effect of ICT
development in the economy,
society, and environment
Smart City Index (INTEL)
• Analyzes the benefits that Smart
city approach provides to cities
UK Smart City Index (Navigant)
• Assesses the development status
of ten smart cities in the UK

Smart City Key Index (SCC):
Monitors the level of Smart city
implementation
City Index (CISCO):
Understands the city status and sets
strategic goals

As a result of reviewing these public sector-led and private sector-led indices, a total of
seven areas were analyzed as the key common areas for Smart city assessment. These
seven target areas are: governance, environment, transportation, education, ICT &
infrastructure, economy, and planning & operation. Seven key quantitative indicators were
derived for these areas, including the presence of e-services, area of green and public
space per 100,000 people, ratio of driving time, share of public education expenses to
GDP, average internet speed, gross domestic product (economy), and the ratio of smart
grid area. Such Smart city indicators can be used to analyze the strengths and weaknesses
of smart cities by country, and the analysis of ten ASEAN countries using these indicators
are shown in the radar chart below. Such city-level quantitative indicators for Smart city
can be designated as the ASNI (ASEAN Smart City Network Index), which can be used to
review the strategic countries in the future.

Chapter II. Analysis of conditions for smart city creation in ASEAN countries
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Figure 6. Step

1: quantitative analysis (analysis of strengths and weaknesses of smart cities
by country)
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possibility of each ASCN city to advance into a Smart city
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Step 2 involves the analysis of qualitative indicators that are not analyzed as quantitative
indicators and was performed to analyze the characteristics of each country. As the
factors that hinder entry, such as existing projects being cancelled, involved qualitative
factors that are not quantifiable, we attempted a qualitative analysis by selecting
the considerations for business entry such as political stability of the target country,
diplomatic affinity with Korea, and cultural similarity.

North Korea
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South Korea
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Thailand
Governance
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Source HKTDC, 2019. Myanmar
Market Profile
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Figure 7. Step 2: Example of qualitative analysis (Myanmar)
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Step 3 can be taken to derive the strategic countries based on the quantitative and
qualitative indicators for each country and city obtained through the analysis above.
In this step of selecting the final countries for expansion, the countries that frequently
reported Smart city-related issues were analyzed as the main target, reviewing the
electronic documents issued by the Embassy of each ASCN countries to the Ministry
of Land, Infrastructure and Transport (MOLIT) of Korea. The criteria for reviewing
the electronic documents of MOLIT were limited to those related to Smart city
development such as ‘Smart city’, ‘infrastructure building’, and ‘ICT infrastructure’
received in the last two years and a full survey of all documents was carried out to
analyze the frequency and importance of the document. We propose this as one of the
key processes of deriving key strategic countries and a full survey can be conducted in
cooperation with relevant agencies such as the MOLIT in the stage where the entry to
the ASCN becomes materialized. The key strategic countries suggested by this study
consist of ‘Malaysia’, ‘Vietnam’, ‘Indonesia’, ‘Thailand’, and ‘Myanmar’, which include
Malaysia that signed an MOU (March 13, 2019) with Korea on Smart city development
cooperation and Indonesia that is considering an MOU for Smart city construction
cooperation with the Korea Research Institute for Human Settlements (KRIHS).
The strategic countries above appear as major countries in the previous studies on smart
cities of the ASCN and the ASEAN countries, and the major cities of the proposed
countries were found to be in significant strategic positions in the classification criteria of
the ASCN cities proposed by the MGI (2018).
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Figure 8. Identification of key strategic countries through reviewing the embassy documents
Source MCI, 2018. Smart Cities in
Southeast Asia
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If the key countries for expansion have been identified through the urban analysis stage,
a strategy for Smart city expansion should be established for each country. At this stage,
strategic reviews should be carried out focused on the target country or project to
analyze for specific countries or candidate projects. Therefore, this chapter proposes
an ASCN entry strategy that can be flexibly used in a comprehensive category. It is a
consumer-centered ASCN entry strategy that can respond to the demands of each
ASCN city by creating a smart menu board.
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Malaysia is a medium-sized country with a population of 32.5 million with an economic growth
rate expected at 5% in 2019. Solid growth is expected to continue considering the Malaysian
government’s stable monetary policy and vitalization of domestic demand. Since the change of

GDP per capita1
$ thousand (log scale)
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government in 2018, Malaysia is reducing its dependence on China and expanding economic
cooperation with Korea. Malaysia is trying to enter the field of the fourth industrial revolution
by utilizing the collaboration platform of the government agencies of Malaysia and Korea, and
it is possible to envisage an entry strategy using the Korea-Malaysia Smart City Cooperation
Agreement signed in 2019.

4. Thailand
As the chair of the ASCN in 2019 with a population of 69.25 million, Thailand is expanding
ASEAN-ROK economic and diplomatic cooperation with the ASEAN+3 (Korea, China, Japan)
Summit as a trigger. Thailand selected ten future industries and is promoting them as new growth
engines, including Smart city. We can preoccupy market entrance by strengthening cooperation
with the ten future industries and an MOU for the promotion of smart tourism between Korea
and Thailand is currently under review.

2. Vietnam
Vietnam is a country with a large population size of 93.64 million and the GDP per capita is one of
the lowest among the ASEAN countries. The Vietnamese government’s risk management ability
is drawing attention due to the recent plunge in the stock market, high level of public debt, and
inflation risks. However, Vietnam has high political stability and medium-term growth potential
and as Smart city was included in the promising fields of the fourth industrial revolution led by the
Vietnamese government, making it possible to push forward strategies to promote Smart city
advancement together. The Korea-Vietnam Agreement on Advanced Infrastructure and Urban
Development Cooperation (2018) can be utilized.

3. Indonesia

5. Myanmar
Myanmar is a medium-sized country with a population of 53.02 million and the government’s
commitment to create smart cities was confirmed through the analysis of embassy documents.
Myanmar has announced its new economic policy, MSDP, is promoting Smart city as a national
strategy. However, the intensification of declining exports and inflationary conditions need to
be considered, such as the Rohingya crisis and the surge in the exchange rate between Burmese
Kyat and US Dollar. The growth trend is expected to recover after taking a breather with the
enforcement of new company law and the growth of domestic consumption market. The Land
and Housing Corporation (LH) is promoting economic cooperation for industrial complex
development in Myanmar and Myanmar is fostering itself as a hub country centered on the CLM
region through participating in and supporting various infrastructure projects.

Indonesia is a large country with a population of 262.9 million and is emerging as the largest
consumer market in Southeast Asia. A close examination of the trend of government
administration is necessary as a change is possible in accordance with the 2019 presidential
election. Indonesia has completed the building of a Smart city-related system and is consistently
promoting Smart city construction projects by presenting its own Smart city roadmap. President
Jokowi mentioned the smart revolution initiated in Korea during his visit to Korea in September
2018 and is building a foundation for practical cooperation between the two countries, including
knowledge sharing, networking and consulting. We can consider strategies to participate in the
Smart city projects in Indonesia by targeting the high-tech market related to smart products.

16
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Figure 9. Analysis of business conditions for each major country

Figure 10. Design of the smart business menu board
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• Has completed the
• Promoting ten future
Kyat and US Dollar
building of a Smart
industries as new
city-related system
growth engines,
• The growth trend is
including smart
expected to recover
• President Jokowi
electronics.
after taking a breather
mentioned the smart
with the enforcement of
revolution initiated in
new company law and
Korea during his visit
the growth of domestic
to Korea in September
consumption market
2018

Healthcare

The smart service menu board divides the element technologies of Smart city by domain and
lists the technologies and smart services that can be built for each domain. Smart city element
technology can be classified into eight categories by combining the MGI report (2018) and other
international-accepted Smart city indices. They include security, healthcare, mobility, energy, water,
waste, e-government, and engagement/community. According to this classification, we listed
Smart city services including detailed service overviews, core technologies, service deployment
examples, and unit cost for each field, and organized them into 42 services in eight areas.
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Security

• Underground space
monitoring service

• Emergency patient
management system

• Enforcement service for
violation of the law in tunnels

• Construction of zero energy
housing sites

• Weather risk management
system

• Silver care service for senior
citizens who live alone

• Smart parking service

• Smart street light facilities

• Real-time incident response
service

• Advanced route sign service

• Air quality monitoring service

• Alert notification service for
drivers

• Electricity bill management
system

• Safety management service
for public facilities

• Epidemic disease monitoring
system

• Real-time crime monitoring
system



• Urban shared cycle service





• Green energy generation and
management facilities
• High-capacity energy storage
system (ESS)


- Classify Smart city element technologies into eight urban management areas, list them
up and create a catalogue
- Create a catalogue with the information including service overview, necessity, core
technology, and application cases (+ application unit cost) for each element technology

Water

• Trying to enter the field • Can enter the
• Building a foundation
• Understand the
• Promoting economic
of the fourth industrial
promising fields of
for practical
market entry
cooperation for
revolution by utilizing
the fourth industrial
cooperation between
opportunity following
industrial complex
the collaboration
revolution led by
the two countries,
the strengthening of
development for
platform of the
the Vietnamese
including knowledge
cooperation on ten
industrial development
government agencies
government,
sharing, networking
future industries
in Myanmar (LH)
of Malaysia and Korea
advantageous for
and consulting
• MOU for the promotion • Fostering itself as a
entering the Smart city
• Can utilize the Korea• Can participate in the
of smart tourism
hub country centered
field
Malaysia Smart
Smart city projects in
between Korea and
on the CLM region
City Cooperation
• Can utilize the KoreaIndonesia by targeting
Thailand is currently
through participating in
Agreement signed in
Vietnam Agreement
the high-tech market
under review (Oct.
and supporting various
2019
on Advanced
related to smart
2019 expected)
infrastructure projects
Infrastructure and
products
Urban Development
Cooperation (2018)

Security

• Real-time leakage
observation and control
system
• Smart water city project

Waste

• Bulky waste disposal
service
• Recycling compensation
service

• Intelligent management
system for water treatment
plants

• Smart bin

• Smart metering service

• Digital tracing and automatic
fee settlement

• Self-diagnosis technology
for sewage treatment plants

• Optimization of waste
collection route



Economic development /
Housing

• Cadastre survey service
• Digital business tax
reporting
• Open spatial information
system
• Digital land use and
construction permit
• Provision of individualized
education service


Engagement / community

• Application for local resident
participation
• Smart civil complaint
management system
• Community-based online
participation platform
• Digital citizen service
• Participatory urban planning
system




Such smart menu board can be used to review the application of customized technology
in consultation with the key countries for expansion. If the desired Smart city direction of
a country or a city is to create a smart tourism city by building tourism infrastructure, the
Smart city technologies to be applies will be mainly selected in the areas of mobility and
engagement/community. If the target country’s main concern is solving urban problems,
the focus is likely to be on the areas such as security, waste, and water. As such, the ASCN
entry strategy through smart menu board can flexibly respond to the demand of the
partner country and useful in that it can be applied in the process of consultation before
the derivation of specific strategies.

Chapter III. Smart service menu board and search for ASCN demand-driven projects
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Figure 11. Example of a smart menu board

In addition, we conducted a
cataloging and analysis of Korean Smart city technology
companies related to the eight
domains of the Smart city
project menu board to expand
the participation of Korean companies in the Smart city menu board created through
smart solutions as above. In the field of security, Rino (ESE) is leading the related field,
providing solutions for smart and integrated control system. Rino provides common
functions such as events, standard operating procedures (SOPs), and widgets for building a control center in the form of modules and protects citizens and property by shortening the response time in case of emergency based on the Internet of Things (IoT).
Rino established MAKATI CITY GIS in the Philippines in 2015 and has rich experiences
in the related projects, such as supplying Rino 3.0 to twenty-four Wisdom Cities projects in China.
In the field of healthcare services, Hyundai Information Technology (HIT), which
provides healthcare service information system, was analyzed as a representative
company. As an IT service company that leads knowledge informatization in healthcare
software, HIT is leading the global market based on its accumulated technology, rich
know-how, partners, and human resources. HIT entered the Vietnamese market for the
first time in the ICT field and provides solutions such as hospital information system (HIS),
medical information solution (L.Hospital), U-health business, cloud, and big data. HIT
exported L.Hospital, a 2.5 billion L. Hospital (medical information solution), to Viet Duc
Hospital in Vietnam and established a hospital information system (HIS) for two major
hospitals in collaboration with the Vietnam Posts and Telecommunications Group.
In the mobility sector, Korea Smart Card is increasing its competitiveness which provides
a transportation smart card payment and settlement system. Korea Smart Card focuses
on the construction and settlement of the T-money transportation card system and
issuing of the T-money cards which combine advanced information technology with
transportation. It provides portal services such as construction, design, and operation
of the transportation card system and integrates systems such as bus payment system
(AFC) and integrated settlement system. Korea Smart Card has secured the business
for automatic fare collection (AFC) system and bus management system (BMS) in
Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia, and is scheduled to link the transportation card system to
subways and Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) buses by 2030. Currently, among the ASEAN
countries, Korea Smart Card is providing consulting services for Bangkok, Thailand about
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building a transportation card system that integrates existing public transportation and
won the project in 2017 in a consortium with local companies.
In addition, we have listed and analyzed the strengths of related companies in Korea in
each Smart city sector such as Hyundai Electric, The East, and Odin in the energy field,
and SK Telecom in the telecommunication field. By analyzing such Korean companies,
we can enhance the entry opportunity for them if smart projects are promoted through
smart solution and menu board strategy in the future.
Figure 12. Smart

city-related technologies in eight fields in the perspective of the global
expansion of Korean companies
Security

• Smart integrated control solution, Rino (ESE)
A service for building an integrated information system
operated to reduce response time and enable prompt
decision-making in case of emergency
• Integrated control platform for intelligent Smart
city, MESIM (Metabuild)
A service for supporting integrated control of urban
services in areas such as transport, crime prevention,
and safety and building linkage with disaster safety
agencies by comprehensively utilizing technologies
such as the IoT, cloud, big data, and AI

Healthcare

Mobility

• Smart card payment and settlement system (Korea
Smart Card)
An integrated service for design, operation, and
construction of the T-money transportation card
system for the convenience of public transport use
using information technology
• Intelligent transportation systems (ITS) for
highways (SK C&C)
A road information service for nexcore-based
ITS platform, CCTV, real-time monitoring system,
and vehicle detectors as an IT service such as IT
outsourcing and IT consulting

Energy

• Construction of information system for healthcare
services (Hyundai Information Technology)

• Energy

management solution, INTEGRICT (Hyundai
Electric)

An integrated service for establishing
informatization of healthcare through medical
information solution and for building a cloud linkage
solution and hospital information system

An efficient energy management support service by
remote controlling energy facilities using ICT and
by building an integrated system for production,
consumption, sales, and operation

• Medical network building through medical
systems and devices (Woorideul Hospital)

• Next generation high-efficiency wind energy
generation system, ODIN (Odin Energy)

A comprehensive medical operation system service
by establishing a medical network by providing
system services such as remote video consultation
system and IT/SW

A service for building small-size wind energy
using a distributed energy generation technology
which generates electricity directly from consumer,
overcoming the weaknesses of the existing wind
energy generation systems

Chapter III. Smart service menu board and search for ASCN demand-driven projects
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Water

• Smart grid technology and intelligent energy IT
projects (Kwangmyung Electric)

• Smart city design and construction projects
(Sunjin)

A service for building systems such as an integrated
control system for water treatment and intelligent
MCSG through smart grid technology and intelligent
energy IT projects

Takes on an integrated design of architecture, urban,
engineering and construction management and
supervision for smart cities and carries out Smart city
projects

• Integrated management system for the security of
water facility (Dongwoo Engineering)

• Cloud-based SaaS (Security as a Service)
(INNODEP)

A service that responds to facility situation and risk
in real time, transmits a warning broadcast to cease
drinking, notice via phone call, and water quality
sensors for the access to safe drinking water for
residents

A service with video analysis technology for providing
hybrid cloud services to users and administrators
and for making diverse emergency responses using
image data and unstructured data

Waste

• Construction

of an IoT-dedicated network and
technology consulting (SK telecom)

An environmental town construction project for effective
waste disposal through comprehensive operation of
comprehensive waste disposal and recycling project

A service that efficiently processes government works
and enhance the IoT utilization of citizens by building
an IoT-dedicated network using low-energy long
distance communications technology, LoRa

A project for building waste-to-energy facilities that
reuses waste as energy to effectively dispose the
amount of waste generation
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CHAPTER Ⅳ.

Business model for
Smart city construction
in Chibinong (plan)

Engagement / community

• Development

of a comprehensive environmental
town for waste (INSUN E&T)

• Waste-to-energy

facility installation project (HALLA
Energy & Environment)
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Economic development / Housing

• Wifi-based

marketing solution, Waffle (Lee &
Company)
A platform building project that enables free and easy
wi-fi access through Social Network Service (SNS)
verification and uses advertisements at the time of
access for marketing

In fact, the KRIHS applied this strategy at the International Workshop on Smart City
Partnership with the Indonesian Institute of Sciences (LIPI) (July 3-4, 2019) and derived a
business partnership strategy and business model for building smart cities in Indonesia by
reviewing the smart menu board. At present, the KRIHS has agreed to sign an MOU with LIPI
for Smart city exchange and cooperation and is reviewing candidate projects. The business
model for Smart city construction in Sibinong proposes a collaboration model between
Indonesia’s telecommunications companies and Korea’s platform construction and blockchain
companies, and the cooperation is being strengthened to promote the construction of a
Smart city platform in Sibinong based on the roadmap proposed until 2021.

Chapter Ⅳ. Business model for smart city construction in Chibinong (plan)
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Figure 13. International

workshop on Smart city partnership between Korea and Indonesia
and business strategy and model review

Table 2. Roadmap for entering the Smart city market in Indonesia
Stage 1 (Foundation)

Korea-Indonesia International Workshop on Smart City Partnership (July 3-4, 2019)
• Reviewed the Smart city business partnership framework through the international workshop held in the LIPI
• Reviewed the project concept and discussed the participation process of Korean and international companies as

well as the detailed business model

First workshop with key stakeholders in Korea and Indonesia

• Establishment of
the basis for urban
operation and
management using ICT
in the city construction
stage

Second workshop for establishing the business model

PARTNER
PROCESS

Platform building companies
Construction of a positioning
gateway and servers considering
the regulatory environment and
technology in Indonesia
Blockchain companies
Blockchain: Closed blockchain node
partnership building

PoC
1. Positioning gateway
2. Network server
3. Application service
Bandung IoT center: PoC
(Cibodas Botanical Garden and
smart farm (e.g. strawberry) &
smart system for fisheries (e.g.
lobster), smart water quality
measuring device, etc.)

SCHEDULE

server, etc)

KRIHS
Establishment of
strategies to expand
the Korean Smart city
package project and
building of a project
promotion model

Testbed
City of Cibinong (design of a program
for solving urban problems)
• Integration of Bogor Botanical Gardens
through market awareness
• Vehicle management (parking, sharing,
etc.), flood monitoring

Business expansion
West Java
• Flood and water quality monitoring for
Ciliwung River, waste management project,
etc. (WB project)
• E-government, etc. (e-voting, electronic tax
payment)

* Funding structure: Indonesian government (5-10%)
/ Korean government (70%) / companies of Korea
and Indonesia (15-20%)

* Telkom Indonesia: Network Partnership for communications
infrastructure and Jakarta LoRa
* Intasarta: Network alliance for smart street light and
smart water management
* Indosat coredoo: Interoperability between NB-IoT and
LoRA IoT

End of 2019
PoC (development of gateway, network

Smart city planning
companies
Business model design
including priority
setting, program design
standards, and profit
distribution

2020

2021

End of 2019

Testbed
Business expansion

Sibinong is the capital of Bogor Regency in West Java, Indonesia where the LIPI is
located and where many wetland forests are preserved to this day. The language used
is Indonesian, the year of establishment is 1945, the urban population is 427,014, and
the population density if 9,620/㎢. The project in Sibinong is in the form of an urban
regeneration project through smart platform establishment centered on the LIPI with
the project site of about 300ha of land. The long-term goal is to establish a master plan
(MP) for urban regeneration of Sibinong and aims to self-finance (need to consider
participating in equity investments such as KIND) through forming a joint venture (JV) in
the future. Sibinong is currently discussing the need for the POC and testbed to validate
feasibility and agreed on the signing of an MOU for project feasibility study.
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Stage 3 (Spread)

• Field experiment of technology
centering on living labs and Smart
city challenge projects (PoC,
testbed, etc.)

• Real-life application and spread of
the success model

• Measurement and sharing of
multilateral outcomes such as
technology, project feasibility, and
citizen satisfaction

• Expansion of private services

• Creation of the foundation for
fostering services such as
promotion of startups, opening of
data, provision of testbeds, and
securing of the business model

• Introduction of prediction and
analysis services

• Continuous diagnosis of Smart city
level for all cities
• Expansion of linkage and integration
of successful services

• Creation of the foundation for linking
and integrating services using
platform and cloud, etc.

Business partnership strategy & business model
LIPI
Priority setting,
networking, policy
adjustment, investment,
and localization and
commercialization of
technology

Stage 2 (Experiment)

As for the plan for introducing smart solutions in Sibinong, discussions are being made
on measures such as Smart city platform construction (using Pakansari Stadium),
maintenance and revitalization of existing residential areas using smart technology,
disaster prevention and water management through smart water network that links
existing water spaces, introduction of advanced technology and clustering to increase
the efficiency of manufacturing facilities, introduction of smart farms and renewable
energy facilities to conserve and utilize green space, and establishment of smart mobility
networks that efficiently links with station influence areas.
Figure 14. Review of smart technologies that can be applied to Sibinong through smart solutions (draft)
Security
•U
 nderground space monitoring
service
•W
 eather risk management
system
•R
 eal-time incident response
service
•S
 afety management service
for public facilities
•R
 eal-time crime monitoring
system

Water
•R
 eal-time leakage observation
and control system
•S
 mart water city project
• I ntelligent management
system for water treatment
plants
•S
 mart metering service
•S
 elf-diagnosis technology for
sewage treatment plants

Healthcare
•E
 mergency patient
management system
•S
 ilver care service for senior
citizens who live alone
•A
 ir quality monitoring service
•E
 pidemic disease monitoring
system

Mobility

Energy

• Enforcement service for
violation of the law in tunnels
• Smart parking service

• Construction of zero energy
housing sites

• Advanced route sign service

• Electricity bill management
system

• Alert notification service for
drivers
• Urban shared cycle service

• Smart street light facilities

• Green energy generation and
management facilities
• High-capacity energy storage
system (ESS)

Waste
•B
 ulky waste disposal service
•R
 ecycling compensation
service
•S
 mart bin
•O
 ptimization of waste
collection route
•D
 igital tracing and automatic
fee settlement

Economic development
/ Housing

Energy

• Enforcement service for
violation of the law in tunnels
• Smart parking service

• Construction of zero energy
housing sites

• Advanced route sign service

• Electricity bill management
system

• Alert notification service for
drivers
• Urban shared cycle service

Chapter Ⅳ. Business model for smart city construction in Chibinong (plan)

• Smart street light facilities

• Green energy generation and
management facilities
• High-capacity energy storage
system (ESS)
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The development concept for Sibinong is a Smart city where eco-friendly housing
and high-tech industries coexist with smart platforms and mixed-use cultural spaces,
composed of smart ecovillage, water network, smart platform and mixed-use cultural
space, development of station influence areas, industrial and R&D zone, and smart farm.
Figure 15. Development concept and basic design for Smart city construction in Sibinong (draft)
Smart Eco Village
Concept
• Zero-energy housing estates through
smart technology
Technology introduced
• Zero-energy housing estates
• Home automation, IoT
• BIM system
• Real-time crime prevention and
disaster prevention system

Water Network
Concept
• Intelligent water management network for
disaster prevention and stable water and
sewage management

Concept
• Introduction of a smart mobility network that
connects the transit spaces to the whole
city

Technology introduced
•S
 elf-diagnosis sewage treatment plant technology
• Waterworks smart metering service
• ICT application to water volume and quality
management
• Real-time leakage observation and control
prevention system

Technology introduced
• Personal mobility (shared bicycles, etc.),
shared car platform (autonomous vehicle,
smart parking, etc.)
• Smart public transport network

Smart Platform + Mixed-use Cultural Space

Industrial and R&D

Concept
• Smart Platform + Mixed-use Cultural Space

Concept
• Linkage and revitalization of existing industries
by maintaining existing manufacturing industry
and introducing high-tech industry

Technology introduced
• Community-based smart platform
• Open spatial information system
• Mixed-use cultural space

Station Influence Area

Technology introduced
• High-tech manufacturing complex
• Smart factory
• Network among industry, academia, and
research institutes
• R&D and knowledge industry center

Smart Farm
Concept
• Creation of eco-friendly agricultural
space applying ICT to green space
Technology introduced
• Smart farm and experience facilities
• Solar energy and ESS
• Future agricultural research facilities
• Utilization of organic waste

Smart eco village consists of zero-energy housing estates and home automation. Zeroenergy buildings refer to green buildings that minimizes the energy requirements by
minimizing the energy load on buildings and utilizing renewable energy. The first energyzero housing estate for demonstration in Korea is Nowon Energy-Zero Housing
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(EZ House) and the development of smart eco villages in Sibinong can be promoted
by encouraging the expansion of Korean companies by utilizing their experience in
establishing demonstration estates in Korea.
The water network project can apply technologies such as self-diagnosis sewage
treatment technology, smart water metering service, and ICT-applied water volume and
quality management system. We can construct the intelligent system by applying IoT,
big data, and artificial intelligence, etc. based on advanced digital technology to facilities
such as public sewage treatment and water treatment facilities and operate smart water
grid by establishing a big data platform through monitoring of sewage and wastewater
treatment.
For the construction of smart platform and mixed-use cultural space, the case of ‘The
Gangnam’ can be reviewed and applied, which an application (app) of Gangnam-gu in
Seoul with a community-based smart platform model. ‘The Gangnam’ is a communitybased mobile service app that provides neighborhood information and convenience
based on IoT sensors and Bluetooth beacon sensors, which provides an integrated
mobile service for the area with various information such as environment, transportation,
tourism, convenient facilities, and civil service. In addition, this application builds a
platform where residents can freely access local spatial information by constructing an
open spatial information system and considers building a smart stadium, a multi-use
cultural space. We can provide various functions and services to the Pakansari Stadium in
Sibinong applying IoT, virtual reality (VR), and big data technology and review and apply
the cases of Suwon KT Wiz Park and Changwon NC Park Masan Stadium.
For the station influence areas, we can consider introducing the installation of public
electric bicycles, smart parking service, and operating system for bus information system
through smart mobility network. Joint expansion of companies can be promoted
strategically by cataloging the cases of technologies that Korean companies have for
target projects and presenting smart solutions.
For the industrial and R&D zones, we suggest constructing an R&D knowledge industry
center through smart factory project and network building among industry, academic
and research institutes. Smart factory project, which enables check and control the
situation in the factory in real-time by collecting and analyzing data in real-time through
censors installed in the facilities and machines in the factory, can be promoted in steps
from the introduction of a basic platform to advancement stage. In addition to creating
such high-tech manufacturing complexes, we propose establishing an R&D knowledge
industry center. The objective can be the creation of a core high-tech industrial hub that

Chapter Ⅳ. Business model for smart city construction in Chibinong (plan)
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leads the fourth industrial revolution by promoting win-win development among regions
and strengthening of competitiveness of industrial structure and fostering new industrial
fields in connection with local industries. Cases such as the R&D accumulation zone in
the Cheonan Asan KTX station influence area and the Gwangmyeong Siheung High-tech
R&D Complex can be reviewed.
We also suggest creating experience-oriented smart farms using the case of smart
farm theme park in Buyeo-gun. To build a smart farm theme park, enterprise-wide
management technology using ICT can be applied and consideration can be given on
promoting smart farm products and local food brands and creating experience-oriented
parks to increase sales. A mixed-use complex of smart botanical garden and rest areas
can be set as a target, and this can be linked with the related agriculture in Sibinong. In
addition, energy self-sufficient smart farms can be created that can store and supply
energy using ESS and manage and control using EMS using renewable energy sources.
The energy self-sufficient smart farm demonstration complex of Jeonnam Agricultural
Research & Extension Services has established advanced glass greenhouse, mushroom
research building, and new renewable facilities for studying cultivation using energy and
is considered Korea’s first energy self-sufficient smart farm that combines photovoltaics
and ESS.

Table 3. Calculation of project cost for Sibinong Smart city construction project
Concepts

Smart Eco
Village

Water Network

Smart Platform
+ Mixed-use
Cultural Space

Station
Influence Area
(Introduction of
Smart Mobility
Network)

Industrial and
R&D Zone

Technology introduced

Project cost (KRW)

Project cost calculation (KRW)
₩114 million (General construction
cost/100m²)*176

Zero-energy housing estates

20,064,000,000

Home automation, IoT

5,000,000,000

Real-time crime prevention and
disaster prevention system

1,299,500,000

₩565 million (project cost for constructing
CCTV comprehensive situation
center/100m²)*2.3

Self-diagnosis sewage treatment
plant technology

700,000,000

₩700 million/1,000 ton/day

Waterworks smart metering service

766,290,000

{₩210,000(construction cost/water tap)+
₩1,350(operation cost/month/water
tap)}*3,649 households

ICT application to water volume and
quality management – Intelligent
water treatment facility management
system

7,800,000,000

Project cost for modernization and
improvement through introducing advanced
water treatment facilities and improving
existing facilities (₩7.8 billion)

Real-time leakage observation and
control

27,500,000,000

Project cost for local waterworks
modernization in Namhae-gun (₩27.5
billion)

Community-based smart platform

470,000,000

Project cost for development an integrated
mobile service app for Gangnam-gu (₩470
million)

Construction of an open spatial
information system – National
Spatial Information Portal

36,900,000,000

Combining of mixed-use cultural
space (Pakansari Stadium)

2,401,500,000

₩2,693million (Project cost of Suwon KT
Wiz Park)*2,110 million (Project cost for
Changwon NC Park)/2

Personal mobility

7,000,000,000

₩1 million(Unit cost of an electric
bicycle)*1000 units+₩1.5 billion (Unit cost
of a bimodal tram)*4 units

Smart parking service

200,000,000

Operating system for bus information
system

3,000,000,000

System construction cost if individually
promoted by the city (₩3 billion)

Smart public transport network

197,200,000

₩3.4 billion (System construction cost for
Busan area)*0.058(area ratio)

Smart factory

1,000,000,000

₩100 million (Government subsidy in the
basic step/factory)*10 factories

36,766,290,000

High-tech manufacturing complex
Network among industry, academia,
and research institutes

26,363,500,000

39,771,500,000

10,397,200,000

10,200,000,000

₩500,000 (Unit cost of IoT wall
pad)*10,000

Pilot project cost for an integrated national
spatial information system (₩36.9 billion)

₩10 million (Project cost/place)*20 places

9,200,000,000

₩920 million (Project cost for creating
high-tech R&D complex /1,000m²)*10

Experience-oriented smart farm

4,500,000,000

₩4.5 billion (Project cost for
construction/10,000m²)*1

Smart farm with self-sufficient
energy

4,800,000,000

₩2.4 billion (Project cost for construction
/1,000m²)*2

Solar energy and ESS

2,600,000,000

Cost for installing 1,000kw solar panels
and ESS connection (₩2.6 billion)

R&D and knowledge industry center

Smart Farm
(Applies ICT to
green space)
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49,000,000,000

Future agricultural research facilities:
smart farm innovation valley
(smart farm educational facility,
rental smart farm, demonstration
complex, etc.)

18,500,000,000

₩18.5 billion (Project cost for construction
/10ha)*1

Utilization of organic waste – ecofriendly energy town

18,600,000,000

₩1 billion (Project cost for construction
/1,000m²)*186

Chapter Ⅳ. Business model for smart city construction in Chibinong (plan)
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CHAPTER Ⅴ.

Source Baccarne, et al., 2014
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Figure 16. Conceptual model of a Smart city living lab
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Business expansion strategy through establishing Smart city living labs can be considered
when the project reaches the real-life implementation stage through the Smart city
global expansion strategy proposed above. As the concept of Smart city assumes
the establishment of smart infrastructure such as ICT, IoT, and data cloud, it has
the advantage of freely enabling the collection of use pattern of users and opinion
exchange associated with these. The democratization of data in accordance with such
technological development enables open data and big data, and these can be utilized to
promote the construction of Smart city living labs.
The collaborative nature of Smart city is pointed out as the most important characteristic of
the living lab concept. The most important strategy of promoting a living lab is to establish
a collaboration framework among the participants such as the universities, government,
industry and the end users and to build a network of data collected from this framework. We
can review the models that can build a cooperative ecosystem and contribute to facilitating
knowledge exchange among actors.

Vo

CITIAENS

The 4Ps (players) of a Smart city living lab are composed of researchers, private
partners, policy-makers, and citizens. Smart city in the academic dimension has been
studied in various domains and backgrounds and has been an interdisciplinary concept
that covered not only user research but also urban studies, economics, political studies,
and urban planning. However, this has become the main reason of difficulty in finding
consensus on the actual definition of the concept and the role of research actors in the
Smart city living lab became divided by the expertise in user research and knowledge.
This chapter establishes a framework for Smart city living lab and a strategy for data
network construction and proposes a strategy for deriving and spreading a pilot project
that specifically applies the established living lab model.
The strategy of Smart city menu board through the proposed Smart city solutions
requires a consumer-centered perspective in both the construction of new towns
and the urban regeneration process of existing city centers. It is advisable to consider
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living lab construction from the stage of Smart city solution proposal and to review the
framework for living lab construction together with the global expansion using the smart
menu board strategy. The smart menu board strategy can be useful for the early stages
of project through strategic flexibility. However, in view of the long-term prospects of
the continuous entry and business expansion of Korean companies, it is important to
consider introducing living labs into smart cities built using the smart menu board. The
business initiative can be led through a continuous data and value exchange through living
labs and research process on the expansion of Korean companies and policy support .
We can continuously generate research tasks, develop the technology development
agenda of enterprises, and improve policy development through the circulation structure
of Smart city living lab. In a Smart city living lab, the data and evaluation collected
from the users lead to the integration of source data, which links to service exchange,
research and development, and establishment of service ecosystem. This circulation
structure enables the establishment of a framework for new Smart city projects for
global expansion as well as an initiative in the long-term perspective.

and enterprise agents through Smart city living lab is expected to enhance the possibility of
sustainable Smart city business. The conceptualization of the circulation structure of Smart
city living lab and the possibility of business expansion are illustrated as follows.
Figure 18. Framework for the expansion of Smart city living lab
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The Spread of Businesses Across National Borders

We can establish a three-phase roadmap and set the targets for each phase to spread
the global expansion through the construction of Smart city living lab. In phase 1, which
is the initial stage of the project, it is important to promote the project, create stable
infrastructure and secure conditions for project implementation by engaging in the
certification and approval of major buildings as a design principle. In phase 2, test and
feedback process can be applied to the established living lab and the acquisition of raw
data and transformation of urban experience can be driven by data cloud. In phase 3,
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stakeholders can be updated and integrated, and the success cases can be expanded to
spread the business.
Figure 19. Roadmap for the expansion of Smart city living lab
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With the launch of the ASEAN Smart City Network (ASCN), competition for expansion
is accelerating among the world’s Smart city leaders. In this context, the Republic
of Korea plans to perform consultations between countries to create a progressive
alternative to the ASCN through the Commemorative Summit with the ASEAN
countries in November this year. In line with the paradigm shift in economic growth
such as the fourth industrial revolution and innovative growth, Korea must strengthen its
competitiveness to lead Smart city initiatives in the global market as a world-class leader
in smart cities. It is therefore encouraging that a cooperative network called the ASCN
has been established in the major market of ASEAN. This is the reason why the ASCN
entry strategy is urgently needed for Korean companies.
However, at this time when no specific candidate projects are identified, it is difficult
to establish an effective entry strategy for the ASCN. Therefore, there is a need to
establish a strategy that adapts to the target countries and cities with the flexibility of
being applicable to any project. In this regard, this study proposed a strategy called smart
service menu board, which categorizes each service required for Smart city construction
into eight areas and presented an example of drawing a business partnership with
Indonesia through this strategy. In addition, we proposed additional strategies to
promote ongoing data and value exchanges and business expansion by implementing the
business expansion strategy through the construction of Smart city living lab in the event
of the materialization of the proposed Smart city project. It is hoped that the vitality of
the Smart city industry of Korea will be enhanced and actively spread through global
expansion through such entry strategy for the ASCN.
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